SOLUTION OVERVIEW

OpenText Axcelerate
Automated Translation
Automatically translate documents via integration with AWS™ Translate or
Veritone™ aiWARE™ to standardize review in English

Identify and
translate: Automated
best-in-class
translations for
over 70 languages
including CJK

Simple and seamless:
Manage translation
jobs inside of
OpenText™ Axcelerate™
Secure: Only text is
extracted; native files
stay within
client environment
Pricing: Flexible and
inexpensive pricing
varies by volume.

Global litigation and commerce are multilingual, but
reviewing those documents for eDiscovery, compliance or
investigation purposes across numerous languages can
be difficult. Non-English documents must be isolated and
batched to native speaking document reviewers. This can be
costly and slows down the review and analysis process.
Automating the translation process with a consistent, machine-powered
translation engine streamlines document review, reduces costs and standardizes
interpretations. OpenText™ Axcelerate™ simplifies the handling of multilingual
documents through integrations with AWS Translate and Veritone aiWARE. Both of
these services use advanced machine learning within their translation algorithms
for exceptional accuracy.

Identify and translate
Identify and translate over 70 different languages into English. Machine-powered
translations are consistent, secure and automated, eliminating inconsistencies among
human translators.

Simple and seamless
Keep up to date
Learn more

Data selected for translation is securely transfered to and from the translation
service provider and Axcelerate, with the translated text available as a separate
view on the native-language data.

Secure
Data is securely transferred from application-to-application without any exposure
to intermediaries or third-parties. Native files are never moved outside of the
Axcelerate platform. Just the text is extracted and sent to the translation service
chosen by the client. The translated text is returned and correlated within
Axcelerate to sit beside the native-language data to aid review.
Axcelerate Private Cloud, Axcelerate OnDemand, AWS Translate and Veritone
aiWARE all operate on AWS data centers. Extracted text is exported from Axcelerate
and the translated text is automatically loaded back in, but data will typically
stay within the local AWS data center environment. The exception is for clients in
Germany and Ireland using Veritone aiWARE. AWS Translate is hosted in all data
centers where Axcelerate is hosted but Veritone aiWARE is only hosted in the AWS
U.S. and U.K. data centers.

Pricing
AWS Translate: Pricing is negotiated with Axcelerate client representatives and
varies by the volume of data that is translated.
Veritone aiWARE: Axcelerate includes the Veritone integration at no cost. Axcelerate
clients are required to subscribe directly with Veritone to enable sending translation
jobs to their service.

About OpenText
OpenText, The Information Company, enables organizations to gain insight through
market leading information management solutions, on-premises or in the cloud. For
more information about OpenText (NASDAQ: OTEX, TSX: OTEX) visit: opentext.com.

Connect with us:
• OpenText CEO Mark Barrenechea’s blog
• Twitter | LinkedIn
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